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The Door

The Monetize Your Gifts LIVE Masterclass summary sheet series are my own personal 
highlights and observations I collected from each presenters talk. You very well may 
uncover others that resonate with you deeper as you listen to the accompanying MP3.  

I’ve created a simple way for you to jot down your own observations, highlights and a-ha 
moments at the end of this report for your convenience. It’s my Masterclass Intention 
Guide, as you listen to the replay make note of at least two or three things that stand out 
for you most and at least one action step you’ll take in the next few days.

Thank you for participating in this program and investing in your business and your 
future ~ Rodney Washington, Monetize Your Gifts LIVE Masterclass Host

Ariana’s Key Highlights: 
A common misconception is that we can’t change the actual sound of our speaking 
voice, but think about how your voice tone and cadence shifts when you’re 
communicating with a baby or small child or your pet. 

You already use different voices for different circumstances. For example, the way you 
use your voice at work and with your peers is very different than how you speak with a 
loved one.

Actors are trained to use different types of voices to express the characters they portray. 
We all have the power to do the same.

Know your voice story. Were you told to be quiet as a child? Or that girls should be seen 
and not heard? Understanding your voice story affects how you use your voice today, 
especially in authoritative situations.

If your voice doesn’t make people feel comfortable they may make conscious or 
unconscious decisions about whether or not they want to work with you.

Does your voice tone change when you make your offer or ask for the sale? Noticeable 
shifts in voice tone can dramatically effect the way we communicate our offer.

The #1 way to produce a confident voice quickly is to practice deep belly breathing, 
deep belly breathing calms the nervous system.
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Simple breathing exercise: Stand up and imagine helium balloons are pulling your 
head towards the ceiling and you have a tail at the base of your spine pulling you down 
towards the earth. Your body should feel straight and elongated and your weight should 
be balanced between both feet.

Now place one hand on your chest and the other on your belly. Now take a deep breath 
and notice which hand moved more. The goal is to make the belly hand move more.

Your body that controls your voice is an instrument

Stand up and hum with your fingers on your larynx (commonly known as the voice box) 
notice how it vibrates, now do the same at the back of your neck. Place two fingers on 
the back of your neck and press gently, now hum again and notice the vibration. That’s 
your spinal cord. The vibration you feel controls the resonance and your projection of 
your voice.

Tip: Stand up when you’re delivering presentations, especially when you’re on the 
telephone. Standing up will give you better breath control, more resonance in your voice 
and help you feel more confident.

A non-expressive voice can often be traced back to how you were related to as a child. 

Be willing ask someone you trust how you sound when you speak. Ask them following 
questions:

1. Does my voice engage you when I speak?
2. Does it have enough expression?

Your voice should match your message. If your voice doesn’t match your message 75% 
of people will pay attention to your body language, 20% to your facial gestures and only 
5% to your content. Does your voice give the people you want to connect with the right 
cues?

People love to listen to an expressive voice, everybody has the capability to create a 
rich, full and expressive voice.

Play with your voice, pick up some children's books and read them out loud. Play with 
different characters, use different voices. 

Now play with your presentation, don’t be afraid to use expression. 

Your clients are not looking for someone like you, they’re looking for you! 

Help them find the real, authentic you by using the full expressive capabilities of your 
voice.
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Presenter Sessions: In this section you find each presenters session topic, and the 
points they will cover.  As you listen to the MP3 presentation you will have an 
opportunity to write down any highlights, a-ha moments and/or ideas that come up for 
you. 

Finally, you will have an opportunity to state your intention and the specific actions you 
will take in the coming days, weeks etc to move forward.

Ariana Lise Newcomer: Voice Matters! 3 Ways To Create Authentic Credibility & 
Get Clients In The Door

- Why your voice tone and cadence greatly influences prospective clients and 
customers ability to create authentic connection
- The six most common voice mistakes that entrepreneurs unconsciously make that 
sabotage their business
- Simple exercises you can do immediately to create more play and enjoyment in your 
communications style and excite people to want to work with you

What I learned from Ariana:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Based on what I wrote I intend to take these specific actions:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Ariana has a very generous gift to share with participants of the Masterclass program 
6 Ways Your Voice Is Sabotaging You and Your Business, and 12 Ways To Fix It!, 
to claim your copy please visit: http://getpaidforyourcreativity.com/gifts
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